Tennis Match Results  
UC Riverside vs North Carolina A&T  
Mar 26, 2018 at Greensboro, N.C.  
(Aggie Tennis Complex)  

UC Riverside 5, North Carolina A&T 2

**Singles competition**
1. Pawl Jankowiak (UCR) def. JARMON,Dreshaun (NCATM) 6-1, 6-2
2. WILSON,John IV (NCATM) def. Benjamin Kilchherr (UCR) 6-4, 6-1
3. Kyle McCann (UCR) def. CABAN,Brett (NCATM) 6-1, 4-6, 6-3
4. Nabil Abdallah (UCR) def. BARTRA,Adair (NCATM) 6-4, 6-3
5. GOENAGA,Jorge (NCATM) def. Gilbert Chung (UCR) 6-2, 6-4
6. Vignesh Subramanyan (UCR) def. FAULKENBURY,Hayden (NCATM) 6-0, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. JARMON,Dreshaun/GOENAGA,Jorge (NCATM) def. Pawl Jankowiak/Gilbert Chung (UCR) 6-3
2. Filip Engstrom/Kyle McCann (UCR) def. BARTRA,Adair/WILSON,John IV (NCATM) 6-2
3. Nabil Abdallah/Anderson Ju (UCR) def. CABAN,Brett/LAWRENCE,Jordan (NCATM) 6-0

Match Notes:  
UC Riverside 10-11  
North Carolina A&T 0-17  
Finishing Order Doubles: 3,2,1  Singles: 1,6,2,4,3,5  
Official: Harold Chapman